
Mario Cravo Neto: the eye on the cross roads 
 
 

A Serene Expectation of Light presents the exquisite photographs of Mario 
Cravo Neto for the first time in the UK. 
Mario Cravo Neto’s innovative style in photography contrasts with the 
anthropological images taken by other photographers such as the late Pierre 
Verger (1902-1996) - also a Candomblé practitioner whose images revealed the 
African soul of Salvador de Bahia, as his approach to the genres of portraiture 
and street photography is unique. While the city and its people remain his subject 
matter, Cravo Neto infuses the images with sacred symbols and metaphors to 
shed light on the deeply spiritual idiosyncrasy of Bahian people. 
His visual production focuses on the complex cultural heritage of the city of 
Salvador, point of entry of millions of African slaves during Portuguese colonial 
rule, by imbuing it with the multiplicity of values essential to Afro Brazilian 
syncretic religion.  
Cravo Neto’s photographs are visual essays on the identification of humans with 
natural forces incarnated by entities called orixás in the West African animist 
worships that took root in the Americas. 1 Such multi-layered belief system, which 
fed the resistance to oppression during slavery and is proudly practised today by 
millions of people worldwide, finds in Cravo Neto’s sensual images an expression 
of splendour that connects Bahia with Africa, but also with European baroque 
architecture, catholic liturgy and popular culture. 
His images contain a beauty and inner power that dignify the struggle for survival 
of millions of people following the trauma of the middle passage as well as the 
poverty and segregation that ensued from colonisation.  
 
 
 
 
The Eternal Now series realised in the 1980s and 1990s presents studio 
portraiture as sculptural and performative space. In these highly condensed black 

																																																								
1	Candomblé is a religion centered around the worshiping of orixás, the illustrious ancestral spirits 
revered by West Africans, specifically those of Nagô -Yorubá origins (from modern Nigeria and 
Togo) Jejé-Fon (Benin). These groups comprised most of the people transported to Brazil from 
the 16th to the 19th centuries as part of the transatlantic slave trade, of which Brazil was the 
latest stronghold, as abolition became effective only in 1888. 
These ancient belief systems provided a wealth of visual references, which in the estate of Bahia 
and particularly in the city of Salvador, the first enclave of colonised Brazil, developed into a 
spiritual universe and a significant cultural force present in music, art, cinema, cuisine, theatre 
and literature. 
	



and white settings the light selectively caresses compositions made of human 
animal and objects with expecting fingers.  
Foremost singer and poet from Bahia Caetano Veloso once said of the artist’s 
work: “We can feel how he lovingly touches each wall, each grain of sand, each 
wrinkle. Each mind in the city: all is caressed by his serene expectation of light”. 
 
The title of the series evokes the time of ritual as the perpetual present of 
spiritual connection. The space is neutral, sways of fabric make up simple 
backdrops that cancel out identity traits and location: the perfect stage for magic 
to unravel. Within these settings, the photographer composes living 
arrangements as opposed to still lives where the human body is at the centre, 
simultaneously drawing from visual modes of representation inherited from 
European historical painting and contemporary photography.  
His vision materialises as a seamless marriage of symbolic codes and sacred 
artefacts with the sumptuous materiality of the human body. 

 
 
 
 
Laròyé 
 
Não sou preto, branco ou vermelho 
Tenho as cores e formas que quiser 
Não sou diabo nem santo, sou éxù! 
 
Mario Cravo Neto 
Saudação a éxù2 
 
The entity of the cross roads allows us to pass: éxù is the first of all orixás to be 
evoked at the start of Candomblé rituals; without his consent, the other entities 
would not manifest or connect with humans, as he holds the key to open the 
gates of the intangible.  
His colours are black and red - from the earth and fire elements - his attributes 
the oversized, erected phallus and the horns, notably Christianity provides an 
interpretation of éxù as an archangel –Michael- or Lucifer, the fallen angel. The 
reign of this most controversial and human entity of the Afro Brazilian pantheon is 
the street, where he protects the homeless, the stranded, the children. His spirit 
																																																								
2	‘I am not black, white or red 
I have the colors and shapes of my choice 
I am not the devil or a saint, I am éxù’ 
 
Mario Cravo Neto 
Exù salutation  
	



is gregarious: always present in gatherings and ready to dance, never concerned 
with convention: éxù, the child-like messenger and trickster does not know the 
duality of good and evil. 
 
Laròyé is a salute that welcomes éxù. It is also the title of the book that Mario 
Cravo Neto compiled with the colour images he feverishly captured in the streets, 
at the crossroads of taboo, debauchery, devotion and the every day of his native 
city of Salvador.   
Seen through the eyes of éxù ritual effigies interspersed with food stuff in dark 
market stalls, the carnival dissipation, the caged sacrificial animals and the 
decadent pomposity of Portuguese baroque churches convey the city where 
Africa inhabits America. 
 
Gabriela Salgado 
Guest curator, Mario Cravo Neto: A Serene Expectation of Light 
 
 
	
	


